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Abstract. In the context of enterprise engineering, strategic planning, information systems engineering, and software engineering activities should be tightly integrated. Traditional, interview-based requirements gathering and elicitation techniques are suited for this aim not enough well and often lead to the violation of the strategic alignment. The vision-driven requirements engineering has been proposed to solve this problem. The paper contributes to the further development of vision-driven requirements engineering techniques. It proposes a methodical framework that defines a complete scheme to organize different level requirements and allows to flowdown requirements from business to software level preserving their business-orientation.
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1. Introduction

The development of an enterprise system is a kind of strategic innovation. Usually, it initiates the business reengineering process which intends to introduce a new, more progressive business model and in order to solve problems, which faces current business; to explore new opportunities created by modern ICT; and to provide new values for the customers. Consequently, the development of an enterprise system should be started with strategic analysis because the strategic alignment of the enterprise system to the business goals and needs cannot be achieved without linking the system requirements with the business vision, goals, objectives and strategies. It is the main point of the vision-driven enterprise engineering. Every member of the project team, from the top managers to the programmers and testers, should be able to articulate the reasons why the project has been undertaken, and which business strategic objectives it should meet. In other words, if the team aims to develop the system truly supporting the business, it must understand what the real business needs are or, quoting Paul A. Strassmann,

"Before one tries to prescribe solutions to problems, one must necessarily understand and interpret the problems correctly" (Strassmann, 1998).

The traditional requirements gathering techniques suppose that all real business needs can be discovered investigating the customers, end users and other stakeholders. However, the information gathered from the stakeholders usually is not enough trustworthy
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and only partly reflects real business goals and needs. It happens for many reasons. The top management has no time for long interviews and discussions and, mainly, is not familiar enough with the details of modern ICT. It cannot envisage what new business opportunities can be created by an advanced enterprise system today. The middle-level managers and line-of-business employees are occupied with the hot operational problems, which mostly are only indirectly related with the strategic goals of the enterprise. Consequently, this personal expects first of all that the to-be enterprise system will help to solve these hot problems. As a result, the gathered requirements to a large extent are subjective. The real operational needs are tangled with the desires and wishes of the investigated persons. Shortly, such requirements usually lead to the violation of the strategic alignment.

A number of architectural and methodical frameworks aiming to lower the risk to violate strategic alignment have been proposed. The most popular ones are the Zachman framework (Zachman, 1987) and the TOGAF (The Open Group, 2002). Architectural frameworks are static and, mainly, purposed to classify artefacts. Methodical frameworks are dynamical ones. They define the order in which artefacts must be developed and provide guidance how it should be done. Encompassing all phases of enterprise engineering, they do not go into details of any particular phase or activity, including the requirements engineering. To provide guidance in which order the requirements should be elicited and analyzed, a requirement-oriented framework is necessary in addition. This paper discusses such a framework that defines a complete scheme to organize different level requirements of a to-be enterprise system and allows to flowdown these requirements from the business level to the software level preserving the business-orientation. However, it does not pretend to propose neither a new requirements engineer process nor a new requirements engineering methodology. It does not consider requirements traceability, process scalability and many other issues that should be considered describing a process or a methodology. The proposed framework is supposed to be used together with the most of current requirements engineering processes, methodologies and enterprise architectures. It is oriented to the middle scale enterprise systems because to define in advance all requirements for large enterprise systems is impossible.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the Zachman framework. Section 3 describes the vision driven approach to the requirements engineering. Section 4 surveys the related works. Section 5 highlights relations between the systems engineering and the philosophy beyond the proposed methodical framework. Section 6 describes this framework in details. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. The Zachman’s Framework

The methodical framework proposed in this paper is organized in a similar way as the Zachman’s framework (Zachman, 1982, 1987; Sowa and Zachman, 1992), although the recent is an architectural one. In this original version, the Zachman’s framework supposes that it is possible to manage the complexity of an enterprise system using multiperspective approach or, more exactly, explicitly looking at every important issue from
every important perspective – planner’s, owner’s, designer’s, builder’s, integrator’s and user’s. The views describe the system by collection of artefacts (models) at the contextual, conceptual, logical, physical, integrated and operational levels. The Zachman’s framework also supposes that all important issues (focus areas) for each perspective can be described answering six questions: what? (data), how? (functions), where? (network), who? (people), when? (time), and why? (motive). So, the rows representing perspectives and the columns representing important issues form matrix with the dimension 6 × 6. The semantic of the Zachman’s framework is defined by seven rules (Sowa and Zachman, 1992; Inmon et al., 1997):

- **Perspective uniqueness** – Each row represents a distinct and unique perspective.
- **Dimension simplicity** – Each column has a simple basic model describing an aspect of the enterprise architecture. Models are interdependent and interact continuously (a change in one column usually affects one or more other columns).
- **Dimension uniqueness** – The basic model of each column is unique. It means that each artefact of an enterprise system can be unambiguously classified.
- **Cell uniqueness** – Each cell is unique.
- **Dimension importance** – Columns have no order.
- **Dimension necessity** – All six dimensions are needed for the complete description each of the perspectives.
- **Logic recursiveness** – The framework may be used to describe different variants of the enterprise system (e.g., as-is and to-be) and each variant can and may be described at various levels of detail/granularity (i.e., the cells can and may be described at various levels of detail/granularity).

To sum up, I conclude that the Zachman’s framework is organized using combination of abstraction, decomposition, concern separation and unification principles. Zachman defines the 6 abstraction levels or, in his terminology, perspectives. The decision to define 6 perspectives is well-motivated but not principal one. The number of perspectives is context-dependent. Developing other frameworks one may define as many perspectives as it is necessary.

Zachman decomposes each perspective into six focus areas named “what”, “how”, “where”, “who”, “when”, and “why”. I call it the H3W decomposition. The H3W decomposition is exhaustive and ensures the complete separation of concerns. So, at least in the context of enterprise engineering, the number six is principal one. Developing other frameworks one always must use the H3W decomposition to decompose perspectives regardless how many perspectives are defined.

### 3. Vision-Driven Requirements Engineering

The proposed framework follows the philosophy of the vision-driven approach. This approach is not a new one. Already James Martin in his classical work on enterprise engineering emphasized the leading role of vision for the success of enterprise engineering projects (Martin, 1995). S.M. Grotevant put this in the following way:
“Information Technology provides the infrastructure and tools, which fundamentally change organizations, but management provides the strategic business vision that transforms technology into competitive advantage” (Grotevant, 1998).

This approach is widely accepted by the requirements engineering community (De la Vara and Díaz, 2007; Dumas et al., 2005; Lamsweerde, 2001) as well as by many important players in the field of systems engineering, including the MITRE Corporation (McLean, 2006). In the context of the requirement engineering, the vision-driven approach means that most of the system requirements can be and should be derived directly from the results of the strategic planning, first of all from the business vision. It is a natural point of view because the enterprise systems are purposed to support the strategic goals of the enterprise. Although the stakeholders play a very important role in the requirements discovery and elicitation, nevertheless, they are only supplementary source of information serving to complete and to refine requirements derived from the results of the strategic planning. In line with this approach, the strategic analysis and the strategic planning should be modified in such a way that they can be considered also as inherent parts of the enterprise engineering process. More exactly, it is assumed that the enterprise architecture planning must be included into strategic planning because it is “the process of defining architectures for the use of information in support of the business and the plan for implementing those architectures” (Spewak and Hill, 1995).

In line with the vision-driven approach, the aim of the strategic analysis is to discover the threats and problems hindering to achieve strategic as well as tactical goals of the enterprise and, as a consequence, to implement successfully its mission. The unused business opportunities must be analysed and described, too. It is also highly recommended to prepare the forecast of challenges, which with high probability will be faced by the enterprise in near future. The final aim of the strategic planning is to develop the detailed vision statement which should be formulated on the basis of results of the strategic analysis and describe how, using new opportunities, to improve the business that at least the most serious problems and threats would be eliminated and that the enterprise will become able to cope with the forecasted challenges. The vision statement is considered as a part of the to-be enterprise system requirements, more exactly, as the highest-level requirements of this system defining its purpose as well as reasons why it should be developed. The vision statement is formulated in such way that it will serve as a basis to define the scope and the depth of the project. To be realistic and implementable, the vision should be constrained by a number of financial, political, legal and ethical constraints. Financial constraints define the reasonable amount of investments for the development of the to-be system. Political constraints define what business policies, first of all security policies, must be preserved in the to-be system. Legal and ethical constraints define what legal and ethical norms cannot be violated by the to-be system. So, the term “vision statement” is used here in slightly different meaning as in the business where it usually means “a short and inspiring statement of what the organisation intends to become and to achieve in the future, often stated in competitive terms”. Here this term addresses a precise description of the desirable future state of the enterprise, which first of all performs a directional function. It expresses the goals, aspirations and intentions of the enterprise and must be
approved by the top management and may be by the other important stakeholders. Nevertheless, it should be developed by the professionals, mainly, by the business analysts, consultants and architects involving also the information systems analysts and even the application systems analysts. The details of the vision development process are beyond the scope of this paper and will not be discussed here.

4. Related Works

In the context of vision-driven enterprise engineering, some attempts already have been done to use the Zachman’s architectural framework (Zachman, 1987; Sowa and Zachman, 1992) as a methodical one. D. Hay proposed (Hay, 2002) how to use this framework to translate the business owner’s view into the architect’s view. He emphasizes the importance of strategic planning and supposes that it should be considered as the first phase in developing any business-oriented software (Hay, 2002). Hay describes the tasks of strategic planning as follows:

“Lay out the vision, mission, priorities, and constraints of the enterprise. From this, define a set of projects, carefully setting the boundaries among them so as to make the whole coherent. These boundaries then define the scope of each project. This phase is carried out from the perspective of the planner’s view (Row One) of the Architecture Framework” (Hay, 2002).

The most important shortcoming of the proposed approach is that Hay, similarly as the Oracle methodology (OC, 2000), views the whole enterprise engineering process from the point of view of database system. He supposes that at each abstraction level the data requirements first of all should be specified and the data model should be developed. As a result, the motivation serves not as the starting point from which other requirements must be derived, but only for the explanation of reasons of already defined requirements. In addition, Hay is not consequent in dealing with the information processing requirements (i.e., IS-level requirements). On the one hand, he states that the task of requirements analysis phase is:

“The detailed examination of a particular area of the business. In that area, what are the fundamental, underlying structures, what are the information-processing gaps, and what kinds of information technology might address these? What data are required, when, and where, for each function to be performed? What roles perform each function, and why? What constraints are in effect?” (Hay, 2002).

On the other hand, he interprets the Zachman’s “information-system designer’s view” as “a model of fundamental concepts” which defines the business in more rigorous terms. In fact, he tangles IS requirements partly with business level requirements, partly with software level requirements and supposes that the flowdown of requirements can be performed directly from the business level to the application system level. Such approach infringes the concern separation principle and increases the risk to violate the strategic alignment.
K. Wiegers proposed (Wiegers, 2003) another way how to translate the business software requirements into the business ones. Wiegers does not refer to any enterprise architecture. He also does not pretend to propose “an elaborate methodology that purports to solve all of your requirements problems” (Wiegers, 2003). Nevertheless, the scheme used to organize different levels requirements is closely related to the Zachman’s framework because this scheme groups requirements into layers using criteria of views or perspectives. Wiegers defines three perspectives: business requirements, user requirements, and software requirements. Information processing requirements do not belong to any of these groups and are considered as ‘system requirements’, which are treated as external information source to be used defining software level requirements. It seems, that Wiegers follows here the IEEE Std 1223-1998 (IEEE, 1998) approach. His book is a valuable source for any requirements engineer, but it does not describe in details how one can perform correctly the requirements flowdown from the business to the software level. He mentions both business and software visions, but explains how to explore further the software vision only. How business vision and other deliverables of the strategic planning should be used, is not explained. There is also some obscurity in how the software requirements can be derived from the user requirements.

Highly related to the vision-driven enterprise engineering approach is also the famous Circular No. A-130 (OMB, 1996). The document requires that developing an enterprise system it is necessary:

- to identify the work performed to support enterprise’s mission, vision and performance goals;
- to analyze the information utilized by the enterprise in its business processes, identifying the information used and the movement of the information;
- to identify, to define, and to organise the activities, that capture, manipulate, and manage the business information to support business processes, and to describe the logical dependencies and relationships among business activities;
- to define the data and to describe the relationships among data elements used in the enterprise’s information systems, and to identify how data is created, maintained, accessed, and used;
- to describe and to identify the functional characteristics, capabilities, and interconnections of the hardware, software, and telecommunications.

It is easy to see that, even if it is not stated explicitly, this document treats the IS requirements as an autonomous group of requirements which is clearly separated from the business level as well as from the application level requirements. It requires aligning the IS requirements with the business processes that support the enterprise’s mission and goals. However, the document does define neither any framework nor process nor methodology how to organise, elicit, derive and flow down the requirements.

The leader in the practical application of vision-driven approach in enterprise engineering is the USA Department of Defence (DoD), which already in 1996 developed the first version of its C4ISR Architecture Framework (DoD, 1997). In 2003 this framework was supplanted by the first version of the new framework DODAF (now already

\footnote{The document uses the term “agency”. The term “enterprise” is more general one.}
the version 1.5 (DoD, 2007) is available). In the DoD approach the primary driver is the business mission. The DODAF provides four kinds of views or perspectives for the enterprise architecture: all view (AV), operational architecture (OA), systems architecture (SA), and technical architecture (TA). The AV describes the entire architecture and defines the scope and context of the architecture. The OA describes the operational context, the SA describes the system capabilities, and the TA describes the arrangement, interaction, and interdependence of the system parts. The Enterprise Architecture planning process is based on the Business Systems Planning (BSP) approach (Zachman, 1982) and takes a data-centric approach for the architecture planning. A similar approach has been advocated by Spewak and Hill (1995). Goikoetxea (2007) follows this approach, too. He argues that an architectural framework should provide five views or perspectives: Business Process Architectural View, Business Systems Architectural View, Data Architectural View, Applications Architectural View, and Technologies Architectural View. Like many other researchers, Goikoetxea advocates data-centric approach. He supposes that the Vision and Strategy document must be translated into a set of business processes describing the day-to-day business of the enterprise and each business process must be decomposed into a number of business activities. After this, the existing set of logical business systems must be modified and extended into new set of logical enterprise business systems. Goikoetxea uses the term “business system” rather to address the functional areas of a business such as human resources or finances. The new set of business systems must be represented hierarchically as a tree of business systems. Interfaces for each business system must be defined in terms of the services provided by this system. Further the business hierarchy must be broken into groups having business affinity for each other and each such group must be considered as a separate project.

To sum up, a number of approaches how to translate the business level requirements into the software level requirements has been proposed but up to time any exhaustive and detailed methodical framework still is not developed for this aim.

5. The Systems Engineering View on an Enterprise System

Enterprise engineering deals with three different kinds of systems – business, information, and application systems. However, there is no generally accepted agreement on what these terms mean. Different authors define quite differently what a business system, an information system, or even an application system is. The vision-driven requirements engineering requires to conceptualise all layers of an enterprise system in a unified manner and, consequently, to define business, information, and application systems using the same ontology and unified terminology. An attempt to do this has been made in Caplinskas et al. (2002a, 2002b, 2003) using the system engineering paradigm. The system engineering is a holistic, integrative discipline, wherein the contributions of many engineering disciplines are evaluated and balanced, one against another, to produce a coherent whole that is not dominated by the perspective of a single engineering branch (Griffin, 2007). Even if today many of main players in the field, including the International
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Counsel on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), consider the system engineering primarily as an interdisciplinary field of engineering, even as a separate engineering discipline, it is possible to consider it also as a generic discipline, which focuses on the ideas, concepts, principles, methodologies, methods, techniques and practices that, after specialization, adaptation and enrichment, can be applied for engineering almost of any kind of systems. A similar point of view among others advocates also the generic design science (Warfield, 1994). For sure, not all engineering methods, techniques and approaches, especially ones related to the implementation of system components, can be generalized and formulated in terms of abstract system. Besides, there are still many unsolved issues related to the engineering of self-organising emerging systems, first of all, social and socio-technical ones. Because the business systems and the IS are socio-technical systems, any enterprise engineering effort will be, probably, fallen if it does not take into consideration also the human components of the system. In recent time, this problem has been intensively discussed and some solutions have been proposed. For example, Haskins (2005, 2007, 2008) suggests that using patterns and pattern languages it is possible to extend the language of systems engineering and to include both social and technological contexts. Another solution is to consider the enterprise system as a composition of only “mechanistic” elements, including elements needed to support the social reengineering issues, supposing that the decisions how to redesign social components have already be done and are reflected in the reengineering strategy. Nevertheless that the problem is still far to be solved in full extent, the systems engineering methodology can and should be applied for the engineering of the enterprise systems. This point of view is supported by many authors.

An abstract artificial system can be defined from outside as well as from inside perspectives. From the inside perspective it is usually defined as a whole, formed out of sets of elements and relationships between them that distinguish itself by emerged properties of connectedness and functionality. From the outside perspective it is defined as a black box, that is, as an entity characterized only by its external interface behaviour. It means that the system is defined in terms of inputs, outputs and a mathematical relation between them. Some authors, for example, Myers and Kaposi (2004), see a system rather as a model of a real-world entity or, in terms of Myers and Kaposi, as a representation of a referent, but not as a real-world entity itself.

“It is not true that anything and everything is a system, but it is true that anything and everything can be modelled as a system” (Myers and Kaposi, 2004).

In line with this approach, the outside perspective is described by a black box representation of system and the inside perspective is described by its structural representation. Taking a snapshot of the referent at the time instant, “we obtain its representation as a product”, and, modelling its operation over a period of time, “we shall have its representation as a process” (Myers and Kaposi, 2004).

The idea that any system under development should be represented firstly as a black box and that this representation should be step by step transformed later into structural representation is widely accepted in many engineering fields, including software engineering and enterprise engineering. In SE this idea was proposed by H.D. Mills (Linger et al., 1979) and elaborated later in the Cleanroom methodology (Prowell et al., 1999)
where the externally visible behaviour of a black box is specified in the terms of a total mathematical function that maps every possible sequence of input stimuli to the appropriate response. Frappier and St-Denis (1998) extended this definition in that they use a relation instead of a function. This model allows representing the behaviour of state-aware systems without defining internal states. The systems with the states observable from the outside perspective can be described using pre- and post-conditions. Using invariants, and pre- and post-conditions it is possible to describe some non-functional characteristics of system, too. However, not all non-functional characteristics can be specified using this approach because some characteristics cannot be related to any specific function or relation and are generated by a whole system. Linear and non-linear, deterministic and non-deterministic systems can be represented as functional style black boxes. However, it is possible to represent the systems using also black box models of other styles: object-oriented, service-oriented, task-oriented, etc. For example, in the object-oriented paradigm an object can be considered as a black box, which receives and sends messages. According to the contract principle proposed by Meyer (1988), the specification of an object-oriented system can be treated as a black box representation of this system. A more elaborated representation of an object-oriented black box system is a use case model (Jacobson et al., 1992). A use case is a pattern of behaviours the system exhibits or, in other words, it specifies a set of transactions initiated by an external actor. It means that it describes how the system responds to the external stimuli. A stimulus is an event that initiates a goal-oriented interaction between an external actor and the system. This interaction produces a result that is observable from the outside perspective. An actor is someone or something external to the system and interacting with it. A use case description may include the pre- and post-conditions, invariants, goal description, description of abnormal situation and other related information. Thus, “a use case captures who (actor) does what (interaction) with the system, for what purpose (goal)” (Malan and Bredermeyer, 1999). A use case model describes all the actors of the system and all use cases initiated by them. It specifies all the ways of using the system or, in terms of the use case approach, describes the system as having a set of responsibilities. Apart of the use case model, this approach provides also other black box views of the system (Gomaa and Olimpiew, 2005): use case interaction model, use case collaboration model, use case context model and use case state model. A use case interaction model describes all system usage scenarios. The system is treated as a black box object, actors as objects, and stimuli and responds as the messages. This model explicitly describes the sequences of inputs and outputs of the system. A use case collaboration model represents the functionality of the system by roles that each actor plays in collaborations with it. This model is used for black box representation of an enterprise system in the SEAM methodology (Wegmann et al., 2005). A use case context model represents all external classes that interact with the black box system that is represented as an aggregate class (Gomaa and Olimpiew, 2005). External classes represent users, external devices and external systems. The difference between actors and external classes is that actors are intended to be proactive, providing inputs to the system. An actor can interact with the system using several external classes. For example, using an ATM to withdraw the cash from the machine, the actor (customer)
uses several external hardware devices (card reader, keyboard, display, cash dispenser, printer), which are represented as external classes (Gomaa and Olimpiew, 2005). Thus, comparing with the use case model, the use case context model provides some additional information. A use case state model describes the interactions between the actor and the black box system by protocol state machines. This model describes the state-depend systems more effective as the use case model because it explicitly describes the inputs from each actor and from the actor and state dependent responses.

The main conclusion of this discussion is that from the outside perspective it is reasonable to consider an abstract system as a constrained black box of certain style that aims at a set of goals and objectives. Goals specify the intended use of the system and the output to be provided by it. Objectives are defined measurable levels against which non-functional characteristics defining the quality of the system can be measured\(^2\). The constraints specify external restrictions imposed on the behaviour of the system. The style specifies the way in which the functionality of the system can be accessed.

In the enterprise engineering context, black boxes usually are purposed to process the events. The term *event* is used here in a very broad sense. It encompasses commands, situation and everything that directly or indirectly triggers the system. Such black boxes can be specified using the H3W decomposition (Sowa and Zachman, 1992).

Let me go back now to the definition of an abstract system from the inside perspective. Usually, it is defined as a whole, formed out of sets of elements and relationships between them that distinguish itself by emerged properties of connectedness and functionality. Although this definition is accepted by most researchers working in the fields of systems and enterprise engineering, it is mainly ignored when defining business, information and application system. I advocate that these systems should be defined by the concretisation of the definition of an abstract system and that in the context of enterprise engineering it can be done in the below described way.

An enterprise business system is a whole formed out of sets of business actors, resources, and interrelated business processes (possibly, including some production processes) that implements business policies and business rules accepted by the enterprise. Any business system is purposed to achieve certain, usually long term mission-related business goals delivering particular domain-specific products or/and services. A business actor is an entity capable of exerting behaviour. Each actor in the system is responsible for performing some set of business and/or production operations and is implemented using some combination of peopleware, hardware and software, including information and application systems. A business system domain (or simply business domain) is a sphere of business activity related to the mission of enterprise. Sometimes such domains are called mission domains and the term business domain encompasses not only mission but also the so-called resource domains (Wells, 2006). Typically, an enterprise has several business domains and, consequently, several business systems. For example, a university may have separate business systems to deliver the education, research and community services. Each business system produces, process, uses or in other way manipulates some

\(^2\)This definition has been suggested by Ferrstl and Sinz (2006).
business objects. The term *business object* is used here as a generic one and refers to a product, service, resource or business event. Mostly, it is interchangeable with the term *accounting object.* Each business system provides a number of interfaces. The parts of business system are related to each other by architecture of this system (static relationship) and by system’s workflow (dynamic relationship). All the enterprise business systems form together a collaboration in which each business system plays some prescribed role required to fulfill the mission of the enterprise.

An enterprise information system (IS) is a whole formed out of organisational memory and sets of information processing actors (IPA), information flows, and interrelated information processing processes implemented in accordance with the enterprise information processing policies and standards. It includes also various system integration and management mechanisms including organizational ones. An enterprise information system is purposed to deliver information, computing and communication services required by internal business actors and, possibly, by some external actors (customers, clients, governmental bodies, etc.). An IPA is an entity capable to deliver some set of required services and is implemented using some combination of peopleware, hardware and software, including application systems. Shortly, an information system is system that provides the information required to perform everyday business activities and supports the business decisions (Davis and Olson, 1985). Typically, it consists of a number of relatively autonomous subsystems, a part from which support so-called functional areas (finance, human resources, materiel resources, procurements, management, etc.) and other part provide specific services required to support particular enterprise business systems. All subsystems of an enterprise IS are integrated and form together a collaboration in which each subsystem plays some prescribed role required to support the enterprise business as a whole. An enterprise IS provides a number of interfaces used to access the services delivered by it. It produces, process, uses or in other way manipulates some information objects, a part from which models accounting objects and other part are information entities that exist only at the IS level. The parts of an IS are related to each other by architecture of this system (static relationship) and by system’s workflow (dynamic relationship).

As a part of enterprise system, an application system can be defined as a whole formed out of sets of hardware agents, protocols, data stores, knowledge bases, and interrelated software application programs. An application system is purposed to support a particular information processing function and to deliver the services required by the IPA related to this function and, possibly, by the other application systems. Some application systems may fully implement the appropriate IPA or, in other words, act as IPA and deliver services directly to internal or/and external business agents. Such application systems are called software agents. Hardware agents (computers, networks, etc.) execute software applications programs. Typically, an application system consists of a number of subsystems (components) providing specific services required to support a particular information processing function. An application system has a number of interfaces used to access the services provided by it. It produces, process, uses or in other way manipulates some digital objects a part from which models information objects and other part are software objects.
used for internal purposes. The parts of an application system are related to each other by software architecture of this system (static relationship) and by system’s control flows (dynamic relationships). All application systems form together a collaboration in which each application system plays some prescribed role required to support the enterprise IS as a whole.

6. The Proposed Framework

The proposed methodical framework (Fig. 1) is intended to be used for requirements elicitation, specification, analysis and evaluation. This paper discusses the structure of this framework and the order in which requirements must be elicited. The description of the concrete requirements derivation and flowdown techniques is omitted due to the restriction of the size of the paper.

![The proposed methodical framework for requirements elicitation, analysis, specification and validation.](image-url)
6.1. Perspectives

The framework (Fig. 1) provides five perspectives describing the business level requirements (the view of business analyst), the user level requirements (the view of stakeholders), the IS requirements (the view of IS analyst), the requirements of IS subsystems (the view of IS engineer), and the software requirements (the view of software analyst). This list provides the levels of requirements specified normally for any enterprise system under development. To be complete, it should additionally include the requirements of software components (the view of software architect), the implementation requirements (the view of software engineer), the process requirements (the view of process engineer), and the testing requirements (the view of tester). However, these perspectives are omitted here because they are well-researched ones and described in many textbooks, for example, in Bray (2002). The first five perspectives differ from corresponding ones provided by the Zachman’s framework because they are designed for different purposes. The requirements of a to-be enterprise system should be elicited, specified, analyzed and evaluated for each of the proposed perspectives.

6.2. Focus Areas

The proposed framework (Fig. 1) is built using the H3W decomposition. The focus areas are defined as following:

- **“Why”**: Motivation (vision of the system as it seen from the corresponding perspective).
- **“How”**: Service requirements (what services are required to support the vision; what accuracy, reliability, and safety constraints shall meet these services?); architectural requirements (what architecture should be chosen to produce required services?).
- **“What”**: Objects requirements (what kind of objects shall process the system in order to deliver required service; how these objects should be protected in the system?).
- **“Who”**: Accessibility requirements (who will use the system and in which way? how many and what kind of interfaces should provide the system? what level of usability should be ensured for this aim?).
- **“Where”**: Workplaces requirements (what workplaces are required for each “who”? how these workplaces should be equipped?).
- **“When”**: Efficiency requirements (what deliver time is acceptable for each of services provided by the system?).

The development of architectural requirements is a design activity. However, it is considered here as a part of the proposed methodical framework because the functional and architectural requirements are tightly related and should be developed in parallel. Besides, it is impossible, for example, to produce application systems requirements without decomposing the IS into subsystems and deciding what application systems are required to support these subsystems.
6.3. Rules

The semantic of the proposed framework (Fig. 1) is described by the following rules:

- **Perspective uniqueness** – Each row represents a distinct, unique perspective. Each perspective describes the requirements of to-be enterprise system from the point of view of some group of stakeholders. The requirements should be produced in the order provided by the ordering of rows. The perspectives are interdependent, most of the lower level requirements follow from the higher level ones; all higher level requirements must flow down to the lower level; the requirements coming from other sources (additional requirements) are constrained by the higher level requirements.

- **The dominant role of business vision** – Top level requirements are derived from the constrained business vision.

- **Design basis** – The flowdown of the requirements from the higher level to the lower one should be done taking into account the design basis document that lists the features that may be potentially provided by the lower level requirements (Fig. 1). This document helps to avoid old-fashioned solutions that may be suggested by the stakeholders, which often are unfamiliar with the possibilities of the advanced ICT technologies.

- **Alignment of perspectives** – Each perspective except higher level one is constrained by higher level perspective. On the other hand, each perspective is augmented using additional (external) sources of information (Fig. 1). Additional requirements elicited from the external sources augment the derived requirements but cannot contradict higher level requirements.

- **Dimension ordering** – Columns are ordered according to their dependency in the following way: “why”, “how”, “what”, “who”, “where”, and “when”.

- **Dimension simplicity** – Each column contains a group of requirements which describes an aspect of enterprise system. The later column may depend only on previous columns. A change in one column usually affects one or more other columns.

- **Dimension uniqueness** – The group of requirements described in each column is unique. It means that each requirement of enterprise system can be unambiguously classified.

- **Cell uniqueness** – Each cell is unique.

- **Dimension necessity** – All six dimensions are needed for the complete description of each perspective.

- **Logic recursiveness** – The framework may be used to describe requirements at various levels of granularity.

- **Procedural independency** – The framework establishes the classification of enterprise system requirements, defines the dependencies between the groups of requirements and the order in which different groups should be elicited, analyzed, and specified. However it does not define any particular methods or techniques that should be used for this aim. It does not also require some particular methods or techniques be used for the requirements flowdown or derivation. It is independent from any particular requirements engineering process, methods or techniques.
6.4. The content of the Cells

The content of the cells of the proposed framework has been discussed shortly in Caplinskas and Paskevicute (2009). Here it is discussed in more details (Table 1).

6.4.1. Motivation (why-requirements)

Vision driven approach requires that during the strategic planning the vision statement would be developed and that the financial, policy, legal, and ethical constraints for this statement would be defined. The vision statement states what business threats and problems shall eliminate the to-be business system and what new business opportunities it shall provide. The business level why-requirements must be derived from this statement. They consist of a prioritised business goal tree and the financial, political, legal and ethical constraints that constraint the implementation of the business goals provided by this tree.

At the user level, the why-requirements are formulated in terms of business processes that shall support the to-be enterprise system. They define the list of business processes and, for each process, its priority, inputs, outputs, events that initiate this process, and its implementation constraints (Blick, 2000; Rukanova et al., 2006).

At the IS level, the why-requirements include the to-be IS vision statement, the feature tree, its implementation constraints and the priorities of the features. The vision statement is derived from the higher level why-requirements and expressed in terms of the user-oriented IS services supporting the required business processes. It highlights the differences between the current IS and the to-be IS. The product vision statement template (Moore, 1999) may be used to formulate the vision. The vision is refined by an IS feature tree (van den Broek et al., 2008; Roubtsova and Roubtsov, 2006). The design basis supports the development and refinement of vision statement suggesting what services may provide and what features can implement an advanced IS today. The financial, policy, ethical and legal constraints of feature tree are derived from the constraints of business processes. The priorities of the features are derived from the priorities of business processes. If the project provides an incremental development, the feature tree should be decomposed into separate increments.

At the IS subsystems level, the why-requirements are formulated for each subsystem separately. The list of subsystems is defined by the IS level how-requirements. To derive the why-requirements, the IS features and implementation constraints are allocated to the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why</th>
<th>How</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business vision, goal tree and its implementation constraints</td>
<td>Requirements of business services</td>
<td>Types of business objects with which shall manipulate the business system</td>
<td>Stakeholders, access rights and privileges of stakeholders</td>
<td>The list of system access points related to the stakeholders and to the business services</td>
<td>Time constraints for service deliver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business processes, their priorities and implementation constraints</td>
<td>Operational needs (business use cases), business policies and rules</td>
<td>What information is required to produce required service and how it shall be protected (conceptual requirements)</td>
<td>To whom shall be delivered IS services, access rights, privileges and competence of services receivers</td>
<td>Where shall be delivered the services</td>
<td>Time constraints for business use cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS vision, feature tree and its implementation constraints</td>
<td>IS use cases, information processing standards, policies and rules. Trustworthiness of IS services. Architectural requirements</td>
<td>What information shall process IS and how this information shall be protected (detailed requirements)</td>
<td>Access, interface and usability requirements</td>
<td>How should be equipped workplaces</td>
<td>Time constraints for IS use cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsystem vision, feature tree and its implementation constraints</td>
<td>Subsystem level use cases, trustworthiness of results, architectural requirements</td>
<td>What information shall process each of the subsystems and how this information shall be protected</td>
<td>Access, interface and usability requirements</td>
<td>Detailed workplaces requirements</td>
<td>Time constraints for subsystem use cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product vision, implementation constraints</td>
<td>Application system use cases, trustworthiness of results</td>
<td>Data requirements, security requirements</td>
<td>Access, interface, usability and ergonomic requirements</td>
<td>Run-time environment, resource behaviour requirements</td>
<td>Time constraints for application system use cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**
The content of the cells
IS subsystems and their flowdown is performed. So, the why-requirements of a subsystem consist of its vision statement, its feature tree and its implementation constraints.

At the software level, the why-requirements are formulated for each application system supporting the to-be IS. The list of application systems is defined by the subsystem level how-requirements. The requirements of an application system consist of the vision of this system and its implementation constraints. The vision statement is statement is produced refining the feature tree of the IS subsystem, which shall be supported by this application system, and is expressed in terms of application system features. The product vision statement template (Moore, 1999) may be used to formulate the vision. The design basis suggests what kind of features can be implemented by an advanced application system today. To derive the implementation constraints, the constraints of each to-be IS subsystem must be allocated to the application systems supporting this subsystem and the flowdown of the allocated constraints must be performed. An application system may support several IS subsystems and inherit their features and constraints. Nevertheless, except the case when the business goal tree includes contradictory goals, any contradictions ought not to arise.

6.4.2. Functional and architectural requirements, trustworthiness of delivered results (how-requirements)

At the business level, the how-requirements define the list of business services, which shall provide the to-be system in order to implement the business vision, the required functional and extra-functional properties of the services, and their architecture. A business service is a unit of business system capability. It produces results that are delivered to a customer and it is implemented by a combination of business transactions. Thus, its architecture is defined by the set of tightly coupled or dependant on similar business events business processes. The architectural requirements of a business service define how it is decomposed into business processes and how these processes are related each to other. The list of all business processes defines the scope of the project (Wiegers, 2003) because it describes what business processes shall be supported by the to-be enterprise system. The extra-functional properties of a business service define the required quality of service (QoS) and the required level of its trustworthiness. The business level how requirements are derived from the why-requirements taking into account the additional domain information collected from the stakeholders.

At the user level, the how-requirements define the business use cases, and related business policies and business rules. That is, they describe how shall be implemented the business transactions supported by the to-be business system. The list of primary and secondary agents participating in the use cases is derived from the business-level who-requirements. The list of business events that initiate the use cases and the list of business objects processed or/and used by these use cases are derived from the business-level what-requirements. The business polices and business rules determine how the to-be business system shall conduct with regard to each business use case. They may be specific to a use case or applied across the entire business system. The how-requirements should define when and where business policies and rules are applicable. Each business use case
must provide references to the specific business rules that are active during this use case. However, policies and rules should not be embedded in the use cases.

At the IS level, the how-requirements define the IS level use cases, the list of indispensable information processing standards, information processing policies and rules, and the list of the to-be IS subsystems. So, they define what services shall provide the to-be IS in order to fulfil the operational needs of the stakeholders. The IS level use cases are derived from the business use cases eliminating their non-relevant parts and refining the relevant parts. The user-level who- and what-requirements should be taken into account refining the business use cases. The information processing standards, and the information processing policies and rules determine how the IS shall conduct with regard to each IS use case. Policies and rules may be specific to a use case or applied across the entire IS. The how-requirements should define when and where the information processing policies and rules are applicable. Each IS level use case must provide references to the specific information processing rules that are active during this use case. However, policies and rules should not be embedded in any use case. The QoS and the trustworthiness level of the to-be IS services including accuracy, reliability, and safety of delivered results are derived from the IS implementation constraints. The IS level how-requirements include also the architectural requirements defining how the to-be IS shall be decomposed into subsystems of different kinds including transaction processing, decision support, information flow management, workflow management, content management, document management, data processing, group work support and resource management ones. The design basis suggests from what kinds of subsystems can be composed an advanced IS today. The IS may provide also expert systems, search engines and other sophisticated software components. However, mainly, they are regarded as the internals of the appropriate IS subsystems. On the other hand, the global data stores usually are implemented as IS subsystems.

At the IS subsystems level, the how-requirements for each subsystem define its use cases, the required QoS and the required level of trustworthiness of delivered services, and the list of application systems and other software components necessary to implement the required use cases. To produce the requirements, the to-be IS use cases, the trustworthiness requirements and the QoS requirements must be allocated to the IS subsystems and the flowdown of allocated requirements must be performed. The how-requirements of a subsystem cannot violate implementation constraints of this subsystem defined by its why-requirements.

At the software level, the how-requirements of any application system define the use cases of this system, and the required QoS and the required level of trustworthiness of services delivered by it. The application system use cases are derived from the use cases of the corresponding subsystem of the to-be IS taking into account the who- and what-requirements of this application system.

6.4.3. Object requirements (what-requirements)

At the business-level, the what-requirements define the kinds of business objects necessary to implement the business services defined by the how-requirements. The requirements are produced analyzing these services.
At the user level, the what-requirements define what kinds of business objects and in which way shall model and protect the to-be IS. The requirements are produced confronting the business level what-requirements with the business use cases. The design basis suggests what kinds of information objects can process information systems today and, consequently, in which ways the required business objects can be modelled. The information objects, which model the accounting objects of the business system, normally, are represented as records. Other business objects are modelled as pictures, photos, maps, audiovisual objects or in some other way. Usually, the stakeholders expect that the to-be IS will manipulate also with some auxiliary information objects modelling any business object. The decision on what kinds of auxiliary information objects are required is done analyzing the business use cases and the additional information gathered from the stakeholders. The information necessary to formulate security requirements should be collected also from the stakeholders. So, the user level objects requirements define the kinds of the information objects that shall be stored in so-called organization memory and the required protection level for each kind of these. The term "organization memory" addresses here the total body of enterprise’s data stores including computer data bases, data warehouses, intranet pages, paper documents and other stores. The objects requirements must describe the structure, identification, representation accuracy and integrity constraints of the information objects stored in this memory. They must describe also who and where shall create each kind of information objects, how these objects shall get into enterprise memory, how they shall be protected and how they shall be presented to the users. The information protection requirements must define the required confidentiality class for each kind of information objects and the required protection level for each confidence class.

At the IS level, the what-requirements define the structure and other properties of the to-be organizational memory. They should define which kinds of data stores (computer DB, repository of the paper documents, repository of the Web documents, etc.) shall provide this memory, how shall be organized (centralized, distributed, etc.) each data store, and what replication requirements it shall meet. The requirements are derived from the user level ones. First of all, the requirements of information objects must be allocated to the data stores and the list of required stores must be produced. Then the allocated requirements, including the security requirements and the information presentation requirements, are refined taking into account the specific properties of the data store, where the information objects shall be stored, and corresponding IS use cases. Refining the information presentation requirements, for each information object the decision about media, used to present this object for the users, must be done.

At the IS subsystems level, the what-requirements define with which kinds of information objects shall manipulate each subsystem. To produce the requirements, the higher-level what-requirements must be allocated to the to-be IS subsystems and the flowdown of allocated requirements must be performed. The list of the to-be IS subsystems already is defined by the IS level how-requirements. The subsystems’ use cases define to which subsystem the requirements of which information objects must be allocated. A subsystem may access internal as well as external data stores. If subsystem accesses some external
data store, the requirements may define a special view of information objects stored in this store.

At the software level, the what-requirements define how the information objects shall be digitalised and how the digital objects shall be protected from accidental loss, corruption and/or deliberate unauthorized attempts to access or to alter them. To produce the requirements, the what-requirements of each to-be IS subsystem are allocated to the application systems defined by how-requirements of this subsystem. To which application system the requirements must be allocated, define the use cases defined by the software level how-requirements. The required accuracy of the digitalisation is defined refining the allocated requirements. The exact form of the digital representation is the subject of the future design decisions. The data security requirements are derived from the higher level security requirements.

6.4.4. Access, interface and usability requirements (who-requirements)

At the business level, the who-requirements define the list of stakeholders of the to-be enterprise system, their access rights and privileges. The stakeholders are defined in terms of roles (i.e., as the departments, positions, customers, clients, suppliers, regulators, etc.). External systems and processes, including software, hardware, devices and other “things” that shall interact with the to-be enterprise system are regarded also as the stakeholders. The list of the stakeholders is derived from the business goal tree considering which roles contribute to the achieving the goals provided by this tree. The bottom-level goals are allocated to the roles directly contributing to this process, the higher level goals to the managers of different levels, including the top management of the enterprise. How and with which business objects shall be allowed to operate a stakeholder, follows from the role, which this stakeholder plays in the goal achievement process, and from the requirements of the objects produced or used by this process.

At the user level, the who-requirements define the list of the consumers of the services delivered by the to-be IS, their access rights, privileges, preferences and competences. The list is produced confronting the list of the stakeholders with the business use cases. The business use cases define also how and with which information objects shall operate each consumer. Together with the business-level requirements, they serve also as a basis to define the consumer’s access rights and privileges. For each consumer, the requirements describe also his competences, including computer literacy, and preferences (easy-to-use, performance, etc.). These requirements must be taken into account defining later the interface and usability requirements. A special category of consumers is the external systems, processes and devices. The access rights, privileges and, possibly, competence requirements should be defined also for this category of consumers. For any category of the services consumers the access rights and privileges are defined taking into account the objects requirements.

At the IS level, the who-requirements define the list of the to-be IS interfaces, the usability requirements, the services delivered through each interface, and the access rights and privileges of the service consumers. They are derived from the higher-level who-requirements. First of all, the list of the IS interfaces is produced. Then the IS services
are allocated to these interfaces and the flowdown of the allocated requirements is per-
formed defining for each interface which IS services and how can be accessed through
this interface. An IS interface is a protocol which defines how a services consumer shall
interact with the IS in order to receive required services. Because the IS may deliver some
information, computing or even communication services without using any software sys-
tem (i.e., manually), an interface may provide also such forms of interaction as the oral
or written interaction. The access rights and privileges, competences, and preferences
of a service consumer are derived from business-level requirements taking into account
the IS-level use cases and the requirements of the information objects. Analyzing con-
sumers’ competences and preferences the usability requirements are produced for each
IS interface.

At the IS subsystems level, the who-requirements define the access, interface and us-
ability requirements of each to-be IS subsystem. To produce the requirements, the IS
level who-requirements must be allocated to the to-be IS subsystems and the flowdown
of the allocated requirements must be performed. The subsystem-level use cases are used
to decide which requirements to what subsystem must be allocated. They are also used
to decide which service consumers shall use each interface of each subsystem, which in-
formation objects they shall access and, consequently, which access rights and privileges
must be allocated to this subsystem.

At the software level, the who-requirements for each interface of each application
system define the kind of the task description language, the users’ access rights and privi-
leges, the users’ authorization requirements, the usability requirements and the ergonomic
requirements. The requirements are produced allocating the higher level requirements and
performing their flowdown. The flowdown of the requirements is performed taking into
account the how- and the what-requirements of the corresponding application system.

6.4.5. Workplaces requirements (“where”)

At the business level, the where-requirements define the list of the points from which the
system shall be accessible (i.e., system access points, SAP), and who (in terms of roles) and
for which purposes shall access the system through these SAPs. All services delivered
by the to-be IS can be divided into three categories: the services that shall be delivered
securely to the internal users (i.e., to the enterprise departments, to its employees, etc.);
the services that shall be delivered securely to the special categories of the external users
(e.g., the bank services delivered to the depositors); and the services that shall be delivered
to the general public. By analogy with intranet, extranet and internet, it is reasonable to
speak about the internal services network (ISN), the external services network (ESN),
and the public services network (PSN). Normally, the intranet is a part of the ISN, and
the extranet is a part of the ESN. However the ISN and the ESN are broader concepts as
the intranet and the extranet. The requirements for the SAPs provided in the ISN, the
ESN and the PSN are different. At the business level, the ISN requirements define
where (terrains, buildings, rooms, etc.) shall be deployed the workplaces of the employees
of the enterprises and for which purposes they shall be used performing the business
transactions. They define also how workplaces shall be related to each other in order to
form the ISN. The ESN and the PSN requirements define where inside of the enterprise shall be deployed client service terminals (CST) (e.g., the client service counters, the automated tell machines, or computers through which clients may access some services) and how many and what kinds of SAP shall be provided by the system to deliver the services for the remote users of ESN and PSN, and to interact with the external systems, processes and devices. The business lever where-requirements also define how the SAPs of the ESN and PSN shall be connected with the ISN.

At the user-level, the where-requirements define the intended usage of each SAP when performing different kinds of the business transactions provided by the to-be enterprise system. To produce these requirements, the business use cases are allocated to the SAPs and the business level where-requirements are refined performing the flowdown of the allocated use cases.

At the IS level, the user level where-requirements must be completed and refined. First of all, it is necessary to decide where the to-be IS data stores shall be deployed and to add the “workplaces” of the data stories to the list of the SAPs. Similarly as the “normal” workplaces, the data stores and the services to save and to retrieve the information objects shall be provided for them. It is a reason to speak about the “workplaces” for the data stores. Next, the IS level use cases must be allocated to the SAPs and the decision must be done which services provided by the to-be IS shall be delivered to each SAP. Finally, analyzing how the IS level use cases are related each to other, must be defined what communication services shall provide the to-be IS to ensure required communication between different workplaces inside the ISN, between the ISN and the ESN and between the ISN and the PSN.

At the IS subsystems level, the where-requirements define with what kind of hardware and software shall be equipped each to-be workplace and each to-be SAP. They also define which parts of ISN, ESN and PSN shall be implemented by the intranet, the extranet and the internet technologies. To produce the requirements, the higher-level where-requirements must be allocated to the to-be IS subsystems and the allocated requirements must be refined taking into account the subsystem-level use cases.

At the software level the where-requirements must define the required run-time environment (system software, hardware, network environment, etc.) and the required resource behavior of each application system. To produce the requirements, the higher-level level where-requirements must be allocated to the application systems and the flowdown of the allocated requirements must be performed.

6.4.6. Performance requirements (“when”)

At the business level, the when-requirements must define the required performance of the to-be business system. The performance of a business system can be defined in many different ways. In the context of enterprise engineering, the performance of a to-be business system usually is defined in the terms of business services. For each business service, the average or the maximal acceptable deliver time, including the time consumed in the added value and logistic chains must be defined. It is supposed that the business-level when-requirements for each business event, business situation, initiative and/or directive must define maximum or average its processing time.
At the user level the when-requirements must define the time constraints for each business use case. Similarly, at the IS level they must define the time constraints for each IS use case, at the IS subsystems level – for each subsystem-level use case, and at the software level – for each application system level use case. In all mentioned cases, the time constraints must be stronger as the appropriate higher level constraints and must be derived from theses.

7. Conclusions

The development of an enterprise system should be started with the strategic analysis because the strategic alignment of the enterprise system to the business goals and needs cannot be achieved in any another way. The vision-driven requirements engineering has been proposed to support the derivation of software requirements from the results of strategic planning, first of all from the business vision. A number of architectural and methodical frameworks aiming to lower the risk to violate strategic alignment have been proposed. However, they encompass all phases of enterprise engineering, do not go in very details of requirement engineering and do not support directly the vision driven requirements engineering techniques. A special phase-oriented methodical framework is needed for this aim. It should be designed in such a way that can be used together with the general purpose architectural and methodical frameworks. In addition, it should be based on the systems engineering paradigm and define the business, information, and application systems as the special kinds of an abstract system because the vision-driven approach requires to conceptualise all layers of an enterprise system in a unified manner. The paper proposes and investigates such methodical framework purposed for the elicitation of requirements of a to-be enterprise system. Together with the philosophy described above the Zachman’s (1987) idea to decompose the system into a number of perspectives and focus areas has served as a theoretical basis for this framework. The framework defines a complete scheme to organize different level requirements, supports the flowdown of requirements from the business to the software level preserving requirements’ business-orientation and contributes to the further development of the vision-driven requirements engineering techniques.
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Organizacijų integruotų informacinių sistemų reikalavimų formulavimas vadovaujantis tų organizacijų vizija

Albertas ČAPLINSKAS

Kuriant organizacijų integruotas informacines sistemas, programų sistemų inžinerijos procesai turi būti betarpiskai susieti su organizacijos strateginio planavimo ir informacinių sistemų inžinerijos procesais. Tradiciniai reikalavimų rinkimo būdai, grindžiami vartotojų užsakymų analizėmis arba panašiomis technikomis, tam nėra pakankamai gerai prieinami, dėl ko dažnai pažeidžiama suformuluotų reikalavimų atitikties realiems organizacijos poreikiams. To galima išvengti, jei reikalavimai yra išvedami iš organizacijos vizijos. Straipsnyje pasiūlytas metodinis karkasas, naudojant kurį galima vienareikšmiai klasifikuoti visų lygmens reikalavimus ir per kelis tarpinius lygmens organizacijos poreikius transformuoti į programinės įrangos reikalavimus užtikrinant pastarųjų atitikti tiems poreikiams.